There is no doubt that the forces of reform, which since the 18th century have frequently made Sufism a target, have affected Sufi life in the contemporary world. Rather than opposing the Sufi orders to official or orthodox Islam in contemporary Egypt, it would be more appropriate to distinguish between official Sufism-which is sponsored and endorsed by the government-and popular Sufism-which persists as a hidden undercurrent and remains, for the most part, untouched by authorities and unknown to outsiders. The Supreme Council of Sufi Orders, the government-sponsored body authorized to supervise the activities of the orders, is very conscious of public perceptions of Sufism as the deviant religion of the ignorant masses. In their monthly magazine, Majallat al-tasawwuf alIslami, there is marked emphasis on the compliance of Sufism with the sharica and the heritage Sufism shares with other aspects of Sunni Islam. However, on a num-shari'a, the role of gnosis and inspiration, and the use of musical instrumentsmany orders that are registered with the Supreme Council of Sufi Orders pursue practices and teachings that are not in line with those espoused by the council. In addition, there are many sheikhs who have established orders that are not registered with the council, and others who have a large following but have not established an official order. Sufism in Egypt is a complex phenomenon that cannot be reduced to the position of a government-sponsored body.5 Here I focus not on the official doctrine of the council but on popular Sufism as expressed in the prayers, songs, and words of Sufis from the major orders of Egypt. Popular Sufism forms a subculture within Egyptian society, with its own doctrines, rules, hierarchy, and world view. The doctrines of the school of Ibn al-'Arabi (d. 1240), whose work is suspect in reformed circles, are extremely influential in popular Sufism, as are the poems of Ibn al-Farid (d. 1235) .
I spent nineteen months among the Sufis of Egypt, visiting the saints' shrines where they congregate, moving with them from one mawlid (saint's day celebration) to another, recording their teachings and ceremonies, collecting their literature, and interviewing Sufis of all types, from great sheikhs to everyday housewives. Early in my research I was fortunate to become a quasi-disciple of a Shadhili sheikh in Cairo who had extensive contacts with Sufis around Egypt, especially in Upper Egypt, and by virtue of his endorsement I was quickly accepted among the Sufis, often as if I were one of them. This sheikh did not try to monopolize me or expose me to only a single type of sheikh or doctrine, but realized that I needed to be exposed to the full spectrum of Sufi personalities, ideas, and activities. I traveled the entire length of Egypt, often with groups of Sufi pilgrims and sleeping in Sufi hospices. I would often begin my interviews by asking members and affiliates of Sufi orders what Sufism (tasawwuf) was. Sometimes, particularly among illiterate Sufis, the term tasawwuf was not understood, or was understood to mean "fanaticism." But most respondents defined Sufism as purification of the heart, sincerity of worship, and renunciation of fleshly passions. These ends were largely met through practices of devotion to the Prophet, his family, and one's own sheikh. "Sufism," said one Rifa'i wakil, "means love for the family of the Prophet" (ahl al-bayt). While others did not necessarily define Sufism in this way, most Sufis felt that one of the things that defines them and sets them apart from other Muslims is their devotion to the Prophet and his family. This devotion entails not only practices of shrine visitation, but also doctrines regarding the cosmic significance of the Prophet and his family.
Although the prayers (awrad) of most of the major orders reveal the pervasiveness of these doctrines, they are considered secret, and are not normally published for an audience wider than the members of the order, because such doctrines are strongly criticized by outsiders. This is particularly evident in the controversy that erupted over the Burhaniyya in 1976, following the publication of Tabri'at al-dhimma fi nush al-umma by Muhammad 'Uthman 'Abduh al-Burhani, the Sudanese sheikh of the Burhaniyya. This book, which was published for the edification of members of the order, came to the attention of the Ministry of Awqaf when a sheikh of the order in Minya decided its doctrines were dangerously unorthodox. The book, its author, and his order were strongly criticized in the Egyptian press, particularly on the subject of its glorification of the Prophet and his family, and the introduction of ideas that were regarded as Shi'itic and extremist. This subject is, in fact, a watershed issue in the distinction between reformed/official and popular Sufism. Although the Burhaniyya came to be widely regarded even among Sufis as extremist because of the media attacks, the doctrines of the Burhaniyya do not differ significantly from those of most of the major Sufi orders in Egypt. The book, in fact, contains hardly anything original to Muhammad 'Uthman, but consists mainly of long portions quoted verbatim from the writings of al-Yafi'i (d. 1367), Jalal al-Din al-Suyuti (d. 1505), CAbd al-Karim al-Jili (d. 1402-3), and Ibn al-'Arabi, in addition to various hadiths that are common among the Sufis. The fact that this book, which expresses a popular "extremist" doctrine, is based on medieval texts that find broad acceptance among Sufis, indicates that it is not possible to separate entirely the popular religion from the Islamic textual tradition.
The criticism that the glorification of the Prophet and his family reflects Shicitic influence raises another important question. Sunni-Shicite differences are normally explained in terms of their political origins and Shicitic theory regarding the imam. At the level of popular devotion, we tend to distinguish Shicism from Sunni Islam primarily by the centrality of devotion to the ahl al-bayt in Shicitic piety. Among the Shicites, salvation itself is guaranteed by their love and devotion to the ahl al-bayt, and this is thought to be a distinctly Shicitic trait, despite the admission that devotion to the ahl al-bayt exists in the Sufi tradition as well.6 While Sufis do not practice their devotion to the ahl al-bayt in precisely the same manner as the Shi'ites-in particular, there is little expression of grief over their martyrdoms or desire to participate in their sufferings-many Sufis in Egypt also believe that their salvation is predicated on the strength of their love for the Prophet and their devotion to the members of his family whose shrines are in Egypt. An analysis of devotion to the Prophet and his family in Egyptian Sufism therefore also raises questions about the distinctions between Shi'ism and Sufism on the popular level and the nature of Shi'itic influence in Egypt, which is an entirely Sunni country. By Shi'ism I mean the broad features of the main Shi'itic movements, the Twelver Shi'ites, and the Isma'iliyya, not any specific sect. The similarities between Sufism and Shi'ism have long been observed, but they have usually been spoken of in terms of esotericism and gnosis, not the exalted position of the ahl al-bayt, although many hadiths concerning their special status are accepted by both Sunnis and Shi'ites.7
To return to the words of the previously mentioned Rifa'i wakll:
Sufism means love for the family of the Prophet (ahl al-bayt). The Prophet is our intercessor and the one who brings us close to God, and it is through his family that we come close to him, just as the Prophet said, "Husayn is from me and I am from Husayn. Whoever loves Husayn loves me." It is love for the family of the Prophet that causes us to be purified. This is why we come to the shrines of the family of the Prophet. Whoever loves the family of the Prophet is accepted by God, because the saints of God are close to God. You love the family of the Prophet, so you are accepted by God. God listens to everyone who calls on Him, and we call on Him through our Prophet and through his family. This statement clarifies the motivation for a primary activity of the Sufis. Many
Sufis spend a great deal of time traveling from mawlid to mawlid. Scholars writing on mawlids and saints' shrines9 emphasize that people go to mawlids to have a good time or to gain blessing or obtain some other tangible goal by means of the saint's intercession. But such scholars do not seem to be describing the life of many Sufis, who spend an entire week or more at the shrine. Not only pilgrims but even residents of the town spend the night sleeping near the shrine. The mawlids are joyous and blessed occasions, but more fundamentally, many Sufis conceive of their entire service to God in terms of their service to the family of the Prophetthrough dhikr at their shrines and through mawlids, where they offer food to passersby and live in the remembr'ance and blessings of the saint who is present among them. Although moral purification, knowledge of esoteric spiritual truths, and annihilation of the ego in God continue to be major concerns of contemporary Sufism, the average Sufi hopes by means of devotion to the Prophet and his family to be purified and ultimately allowed into the presence of God. The love that Egyptian Muslims, and indeed all Muslims, have for their Prophet is obvious to any observer; it is evident in everyday expressions and in the blessings chanted on the Prophet at the end of the call to prayer, sometimes at great length, especially in Upper Egypt. But Sufis consider themselves set apart by the intensity of their love for the Prophet, and they call themselves "those who love the ahl al-bayt." What follows is an outline of the popular Sufi doctrine concerning the Prophet on which this devotion is based.
THE MUHAMMADAN LIGHT
The Qur'an says, "A Light and a clear Book have come to you Sufis believe Muhammad is the light that clarifies the truths Furthermore, Muhammad's light predates and informs the rest o ing to the doctrine common among Sufis, the first thing God cr of the Prophet, which He made from a handful of His own light. dith, Jabir, a companion of the Prophet, asks him what was the Muhammad replies, "The light of your Prophet, Jabir." In some v mad asks Gabriel how old he is. Gabriel replies that he doesn't fourth veil there is a star that would appear once every 70 th saw it 70 thousand times." This star was Muhammad. In another version, the Prophet continues, "I was a Prophet while Adam was between water and clay." From this primordial Muhammadan light all other things were created: the pen, the throne, the chair, the heavens, the earth, and all that is on the earth are an extension of that light. As Sheikh Ahmad Radwan of Luxor (d. 1967) said, "God has ennobled the whole world with this light," which is of divine origin. The fullest manifestation of the divine light is in Muhammad, but ultimately it pervades all creation.12 This belief is reflected in the prayers and songs of many of the major Sufi orders in Egypt. In the prayer of Ahmad al-RifaCi (d. 1178), founder of the Rifaciyya order, Muhammad is described as the pre-existent (asbaq) light of God, . . . the dot of the bad of the primordial sphere, the secret of the secrets of the pivotal (qutbiyya) alif, by which the turbidity of existence was clarified.... He is Your primordial, pervading secret, and the water of the essence of flowing essentiality (jawhar al-jawhariyya'l-jdri) by which You gave life to the existents, be they mineral, animal or plant. He is the heart of hearts, and the spirit of spirits, and the knowledge of the good words, the first highest Pen, and the encompassing Throne; spirit of the body of both worlds, boundary of the two seas, the second of two, the pride of both worlds, Abu'l-Qasim, our lord Muhammad Ibn 'Abdallah ibn 'Abd al-Muttalib, Your servant, Your prophet and Your apostle, the illiterate prophet. '3 In the hizb of Ahmad al-Badawi (d. 1276) that is recited by his order, the Ahmadiyya, which is strongly represented in the Delta of Egypt, Muhamlmad is described as "tree of the luminous origin, the brilliance of the handful of the Merciful, ... mine of the divine secrets ... owner of the original handful. . . . 14 In the prayer of Abu'l-Hasan al-Shadhili (d. 1258)-founder the Shadhiliyya order, which is represented by many branches and derivative orders throughout Egypt-Muhammad is described as "most noble of beings, the secret penetrating all the names and attributes."'5 The prayer of his teacher, 'Abd al-Salam ibn Mashish (also known as Ibn Bashish), which is included in the prayer books of the Shadhiliyya orders and some of their derivatives, describes Muhammad as the one "from whom the secrets burst forth and the lights emanated . . he is Your comprehensive secret who gives evidence of You, and Your greatest veil standing between Your hands."'6 Ibn Mashish (d. 1228), whose tomb in Morocco is an object of visitation and veneration, was a disciple of Abu Madyan al-Tilmisani (d. 1197), who was also a teacher of Ahmad al-Rifa'i-great-grandfather of Ahmad alBadawi and spiritual grandfather of CAbd al-Rahim al-Qenawi, the famous saint of Qena, in Egypt-and of Abu'l-Hajjaj al-Luqsuri, the equally famous saint of Luxor. Ibn Mashish was allegedly recognized as qutb of his age by Abu'l-Fath alWasiti, the disciple of Ahmad al-Rifaci who was responsible for introducing the Rifa'iyya into Egypt in 1237, and who was also the maternal grandfather of Ibrahim al-Dasuqi, founder of the Burhamiyya order, which is also strongly represented in the Delta. The Moroccan and Iraqi influences on Egyptian Sufism, and the connectedness of the orders in their origins, argues against overemphasizing the local character of Egyptian Sufism.17
The cosmic significance of the Prophet expressed in these prayers, which many Muslims find blasphemous, is nonetheless represented even in orders that are known for their adherence to the shari'a and their appeal to intellectuals. One of the more respected such orders today is the cAzmiyya, an offshoot of Shadhiliyya. Although the main articles of their magazine, al-Isldm watan, are scrupulously orthodox and aimed to appeal to reform-minded Muslim youth, in its November 1988 issue in commemoration of the birthday of the Prophet, it employed the hadith, "I was the first of the prophets in creation, and the last to be sent," and reproduces lines of poetry by Sayyid Muhammad Madi Abu'l-' Aza'im (d. 1937 )-founder of the order and former professor of Islamic law at Khartoum University-which describe Muhammad as leader of all other prophets, made from the light of providence, the secret of existence, light of God, secret of the beginning, from whom the angels, prophets, and rational beings were formed and obtained their knowledge. A sermon by Sheikh al-Sayyid 'Abd al-Hamid al-Sayfi reproduced in the same issue says that God created all things for Muhammad, who is the first intellect to illuminate the worlds of luminous spirits by the light of his preexistence.18 Some Sufis go even further. Contrary to the orthodox view of Muhammad as passive recipient of divine revelation they believe he is the manifestation of the divine as well as both transmitter and receiver of divine revelation. '9 Although the Prophet is the "beautiful model" (uswa hasana, Qur'an 33:21) that Muslims are to follow, the ordinary believer is not able to be like him. Not only is he believed to be sinless, but some Sufis also believe that his physical attributes are beyond the realm of ordinary human life. His disciples wanted to engage in the continuous fasts that he made, but he rebuked them, saying, "Are you like me?" For his body was luminous like the people of paradise, and he ate and drank of the food of paradise.20 Even his urine was pure enough for Umm Salama to use to perform her ablutions.21 His uniqueness is emphasized in the story of his ascension through the heavens to the throne of God; no other creature, not even the angel Gabriel, could approach God's throne, but for Muhammad the veils of light surrounding God were raised. According to the popular poem, the Burda by al-Busiri, possibly the most frequently chanted poem of praise to the Prophet, he surpasses all the prophets in both physical aspects and moral excellence; they do not approach his knowledge or generosity. He is the one "whose form and essence are complete," and "he is beyond having partners in his good qualities (munazzah Can al-sharlk fi mahasinihi)."22 His description in such divine terms (for it is God who is beyond comparison, to whom no partner should be ascribed; He is the one who, according to the Qur'an, is unlike any other thing) is paralleled by Sufi songs of the attributes of the Prophet, corresponding to the chanting and singing of the attributes of God.23
THE PROPHET IN THE LIFE OF THE SUFI
In classical Sufism God was the Beloved, whose presence was sought, in whom one hoped to achieve the annihilation of one's separate identity (fana') and permanent endowment with the divine attributes. Today Muhammad, the Beloved of God, is the one whose presence (hadra) is desired and celebrated. He is the one in whom the Sufi must have fand'; he is the gateway to God, because God has made his throne in the heart of the Prophet.24 As one sheikh said during a Sufi hadra:
God said to Muhammad, "If all the peoples came to me and tried every door, they will never come to me unless they come behind you," because the heart of the Messenger of God, blessings and peace be upon him, is the locus of the manifestations (tajalliyit) of the Real (al-haqq). "The heavens and the earth cannot contain me but the heart of my believing servant contains me" [hadfth qudsi]. One servant.25 Only one is meant. . . . Because God created him and poured out His manifestations upon him and placed him on the Throne of Unity and looked at him and created the creation from his light. . .. No one can have contact with God except through the heart of the Messenger of God. God the Exalted reveals Himself to the hearts, that is true, but through the heart of the Beloved. . .. Muhammad is not sought by the Sufis in a functional way, however, but in a deeply personal way. The Sufis love him passionately, long for his presence, and in the end may be endowed with a vision of their Beloved. He is not just a model or a hero, but the object of their longing and love. Countless songs are sung to praise and honor him, and though most are not models of grand composition, they reflect great intensity of love and longing for the Prophet and describe him as the best and most perfect of God's creatures. Singers address the Prophet as "my love," express the desire for union (wasl) with him, to be firmly rooted in his presence.26 One song tells the Prophet, "You are my goal, my love, you are the light, you are the religion,"27 while another asks, "Are you a man or an angel?"28
The Sufi debate over the relation of haqiqa to sharica becomes resolved in a religion of love. As another song exults, "Love of the Beloved is my haqiqa and my Sharica."29 Sufis believe the Qur'an commands Muslims to love the Prophet in this way when it says, "The Messenger is more worthy of the believers than themselves" (33:6). "Increase your love for him," Sheikh Ahmad Radwan advised his disciples, "and love him more than yourselves and your wealth and your children, and be excessive in this (taghalawfi dhdlika kathiran), for it is better for you than nightly devotions. Do we have anything other than his love?"30 The Prophet is filled with concern for his people: "He is the first to open Paradise, but he doesn't enter it, because he is running here and there until he is sure of the salvation of his nation."31 Love for the Prophet is the Muslim's hope of salvation: "Love him and God will love you and forgive your sins."32 The prophetic light is the qibla of both the upper world and the lower world. "Tahd is the greatest Ka'ba around which the lofty ones circumambulate."33 Those who love him and long for him may be granted a vision of the Beloved: He is at this time present and visible, and no servant who has attached himself to God is veiled from seeing him, and no one who longs to see him in this world is prevented. He is present, traveling as he likes through the universe, and attending any assembly. But God has hidden him in the presence of His familiar companionship these days as a test for servants who have attached themselves to something else. Sidi Ahmad al-Rifa'i said, "The Messenger travels as he pleases, and appears whenever he wishes in the form he used to have. Whoever has not seen him should try to heal his spirit, because if he is sick in his spirit, he will be veiled from him."34 Indeed, concluded Sheikh Ahmad Radwan, whoever lives in this world without seeing him or meeting him has cause to fear at death.35 Sayyid al-Mursi Abu'l-'Abbas, who allegedly became qutb after Abu'l-Hasan al-Shadhili, declared, "If I am veiled from the vision of the Prophet for one second, I do not consider myself a Muslim!"36 The believers are assured of the reality of their visions, even in sleep, for a hadith tells them "Satan does not imitate me." Islamic tradition has innumerable tales of visions of the Prophet to believers in their sleep, especially to give advice or correction-even al-Ash'ari allegedly attributed his conversion from Muctazilism to Sunni doctrine to such a vision. Sufis believe the Prophet continues to appear to Muslims today, especially to the gnostics whose hearts have been purified and who have been granted the favor of looking into the hidden world through visions of deceased saints, prophets, and angels. It is the role of the sheikh to lead the Sufi into the Prophet's presence (hadrat al-nabi); once the disciple has established contact with the Prophet, he has no further need of his sheikh.
THE AHL AL-BAYT AND THE SAINTS OF GOD
Egyptian Sufis believe the Muhammadan light was not taken away when the Prophet died, but was passed on to his heirs and their successors, both his natural descendants and the saints of God, generation after generation. While the Sufi must love and respect all the companions and saints of God, the people of his house (the ahl al-bayt or al al-bayt) command special reverence and love. It is likely that there is not a single Muslim in Egypt who would say he does not love the Prophet or his family, but there is a strong enough current in the modern period placing the Prophet's family on a par with other pious Muslims and denying that they have any special status to prompt a new literature extolling their virtues and uniqueness.37 One such book promises that the reader who takes to heart its message and reads it often will find his heart opened to the love of the ahl albayt and spiritual rewards will result:
If you read this book often and arrive at the rank of love, you will enjoy intimate companionship, and the veils will be withdrawn from you, and you will be given the eyes of inner vision (basira) and enter the ranks of the people who witness the secrets of God (ahl almushihada), and then the spirit will be elevated to the rank of contentment and nearness and acceptance.... The ahl al-bayt are the clear proof in the Book of God and with God. They are the way that the servant reaches his Lord well-pleased and well-pleasing, God willing. They are the clear exegesis and true translation of the Book of God in their life, character, morals, asceticism, and struggle, because they inherited this truly from our lord the Messenger of God.38
The Qur'anic basis for the special status of the ahl al-bayt is found primarily in two verses. The first of these is 33:33: "God only wishes to remove all filth from you, people of the house, and to purify you completely." This verse appears in the context of admonitions to the Prophet's wives, but whereas the pronouns of the sentences before and after this are in the feminine plural, the pronouns in this sentence are in the masculine plural. This indicates that individuals other than the Prophet's wives are included in this divine purification, which, according to common interpretation, was not only wished for but accomplished. Who are the people of the Prophet's house who have been purified? The context is given in the hadith of the cloak (hadith al-kisd' or hadith al-'aba'), available in a number of versions. In this hadith the Prophet wraps his cloak around 'Ali, Fatima, Hasan, and Husayn, and announces that these are the people of his house, and prays that they might be purified, at which point the above verse is revealed.39 Some Sufis believe that this hadith and the verse to which it gives the context indicate that 'Ali, Fatima, and their descendants have been purified by God and therefore share in the Prophet's immunity from sin.
Virtually all Sufi teachings, whether in oral or written form, are filled with quotations from the Qur'an and hadith. Although the exact source of a text is not always provided, especially in the case of hadith, there is a clear consciousness that their beliefs have firm textual authority. The Qur'anic verse commanding Muslims to love the Prophet's family is 42:23: "I do not ask you for a reward (for delivering the revelation) except the love of those who are near of kin (al-mawadda fi'l-qurbd)." While some interpret this to mean that the Prophet is pleading with his own relatives not to persecute him for delivering the message,40 or that the kin referred to are not the Prophet's-for that would mean that the Prophet is in fact asking some reward41-the most common interpretation is that although the Prophet asks nothing for himself, his family is to be loved by the Muslims. As is commonly stated, he who loves God must love God's Messenger, and he who loves God's Messenger must love his family; and conversely, he who hates the ahl al-bayt hates the Messenger of God, and he who hates the Messenger of God hates God.42 There are a number of hadiths accepted by both Sunnis and Shicites that extol the status of the ahl al-bayt and the duty of Muslims to love them. Most of these exist in more than one version, so what follows is only a sample of a few of them:
I have left you two things which will keep you from going astray if you cling to them: the Book of God, a rope extending from heaven to earth, and the people of my house. The Gentle, Wise One informed me that these two will never be separated until they are returned to my pool, so take care how you behave toward them when I am gone.43
Whoever prays a prayer in which he does not bless me and my family, it will not be accepted.
The people of my house are like the Ark of Noah; whoever rides it is saved, and whoever stays behind is shaken by hellfire.
Place the people of my house among you as the head is to the body and the eyes to the head; the head is not guided without the eyes.
Love of my family for one day is better than a year's worship. Whoever dies in this love enters Paradise.
None of you believes until I am loved by him more than his own self, and my family is more loved by him than his own.
Attaching oneself to the ahl al-bayt secures redemption from hellfire, according to a hadith from Abu Bakr al-Khwarizmi's book, al-Mandqib: The Prophet came in laughing, his face full of light, having been told that all those who love CAli and Fatima will be given a leaf from the tree of Tuba which is situated in Paradise, and this leaf will redeem them from hellfire. The Prophet exults, "So my brother and cousin 'Ali and my daughter have become the redemption of the men and women of my nation from hellfire."44 Other hadiths indicate that whoever opposes the ahl al-bayt will be opposed by God, and those who love them are loved by God. Therefore, Ibrahim Ramadan 'Ali, known as Sheikh Faris, wrote:
The ahl al-bayt are faith indeed, and they are the path to God and to His pleasure. They are the most trustworthy hand-hold (al-'urwa 'l-wuthqd)45 for those who want to be saved by it. They are the Ark for those who want to be saved from every evil God has created in this world. They are the good tree whose roots are firm and whose branches are in heaven, giving its food in all seasons by God's permission. Whoever takes hold of one of its branches is truly saved and becomes one of the victorious.46
These hadiths indicate that the popular Sufi devotion to the ahl al-bayt has a basis in the broader Islamic textual tradition. The impact of Shicitic veneration of CAli and his family on the Sunni world has frequently been noted, and it is reflected in these hadiths. The considerable influence of Jacfar al-Sadiq on the nascent movements of Shicism and Sufism and his importance as a transmitter of hadith in Sunni as well as Shicitic collections have already been indicated,47 but that alone does not account for the impact of Shicism on Sunni Islam, which is too complex a subject to deal with in an article of this size.48 What concerns us here is the fact that there is textual endorsement for the popular devotion to the ahl al-bayt, and that Sufis appeal to the authority of these texts to defend and promote their practices.49
The Twelver and Ismacili Shicites believe that Muhammad passed on to 'Ali an esoteric knowledge and specified that 'Ali was the wasi-inheritor of his spiritual legacy, who was to have guardianship (wildya) over the Muslims. The Sufis likewise acknowledge 'Ali's spiritual succession to Muhammad's esoteric knowledge, learned both through Muhammad's instruction and by direct divine inspiration. 'Ali reportedly said, "I have learned one thousand things from our lord the Messenger of God, and for each of them God inspired in me knowledge of one thousand other things." And in a hadith popular among the Sufis, Muhammad says, "I am the city of knowledge and 'Ali is its gate" and "'Ali is the one among you with the keenest judgment ('Ali aqdakum)." Many stories indicate the special status of 'Ali and the love the Prophet had for him. Nonetheless, most Sufis in the Sunni world, constrained to honor all the Prophet's companions, do not share the Shicitic view that 'Ali was intended by Muhammad to be caliph after his death and that the first three caliphs were usurpers. The first two caliphs, Abu Bakr and cUmar, represent the laudable qualities of asceticism and intellect respectively, but it is cAli who represents esoteric knowledge.
In the period 1000-1500, so pivotal in the formation of the major Sufi orders in Egypt and the rest of the Muslim world, the trend of praising cAli and denouncing Mucawiya and Yazid became more pronounced among Sunnis, without rejecting the first three caliphs or exaggerating the position of cAli and the imams.50 But in his book about the virtues of the ahl al-bayt Sheikh Faris goes beyond the customary Sufi attribution of spiritual vicegerency to cAli and asserts that Abu Bakr and cUmar wrongfully defrauded cAli of rule while he and his family were busy with the Prophet's funeral. His perspective, which is not typical among Egyptian Sufis, is hardly to be distinguished from that of the Shicites, for he accuses the Muslim community as a whole of a conspiracy, generation after generation, that deprived the ahl al-bayt of their rightful rule: Perhaps what is most significant at the level of popular devotion is a comparison of the Shi'itic concept of the redemptive suffering of the imams, especially Husayn, with the Sufi understanding of the redemptive quality of their love for the ahl al-bayt. According to Twelver Shi'ite belief, "just as Christ sacrificed himself on the altar of the cross to redeem humanity, so did Husayn allow himself to be killed on the plains of Karbala to purify the Muslim community of sins."58 According to a tradition from the eighth imam, 'Ali al-Rida, "If you wept for Husayn until your tears rolled down your cheeks, all your sins, whether major or minor, will be forgiven."59 The public display of grief for Husayn, actively promoted first by the Buyids and later by the Safavids,60 is a distinctly Shi'itic act of devotion and has no parallel in contemporary Egypt, although early in this century Zaki Mubarak witnessed recitations of Husayn's passion on the day of 'Ashura', accompanied by much weeping, and processions of youths cutting and whipping their own bodies out of grief for his death and the desire to redeem themselves by sharing in his passion.6' The Sufis, however, express their love for Husayn and other members of the ahl al-bayt not through grief, but through joyful songs and expressions of devotion. The love Egyptian Sufis have for Husayn springs from his close relationship with the Prophet, affirmed in many sayings, as well as by adoption, for the Prophet declared Hasan and Husayn to be his own sons. After the Prophet, the person who inspires the greatest love among Egyptian Sufis is Husayn. His shrine-mosque in Cairo, which allegedly houses the noble head, is enormous and beautiful, and his mawlid is the largest one of all.62 His name frequently comes up in Sufi songs, and on the outer wall of his mosque hangs a large, illuminated plaque bearing the saying of the Prophet: "Husayn is from me and I am from Husayn."63 The Egyptians do not dwell on Husayn's martyrdom,64 but sing joyfully of their love for him and for the other great members of the ahl al-bayt whose shrines are in Egypt: Sayyida Zaynab, his sister and the heroine of Karbala; his son 'Ali Zayn al-cAbidin;
Husayn's daughters Fatima al-Nabawiyya and Sayyida Sukayna (Sitt Sekina); CAli al-Rida's daughter, Sayyida Ruqayya; and the great-great-great-granddaughter of Hasan, Sayyida Nafisa, renowned for her great knowledge.65 Some Egyptians say that so many members of the ahl al-bayt took refuge in Egypt because it was well known that Egyptians had a special love for the ahl al-bayt.66 From their perspective, love for the Prophet's family has nothing to do with Shicitic influence, but sprang spontaneously from the essential goodness of the Egyptian character. Sufis exult in the light, healing, and love they enjoy in the presence of the members of the Prophet's family who are buried in Egypt. Husayn is called baba, and his sister Zaynab is called mama, and they figure as the spiritual preceptors of many Sufis, as well as the joy and refuge of many pious visitors to their shrines. Along with the legal scholar al-Shafici (d. 819), who is also buried in Cairo, Husayn and Sayyida Zaynab are believed to sit on the "hidden court" (mahkama batiniyya), which determines the affairs of humans.67 Although many Egyptians who are not Sufis visit the shrines of the ahl al-bayt in time of need in order to obtain their blessings and intercession, for the Sufis love itself is the goal. As one Sufi expressed it in a popular pamphlet devoted to the life of Sayyida Zaynab, "Loving them is the basis and foundation of the way to God. All the spiritual states and stations are degrees of love."68 A very popular Sufi song, frequently heard spontaneously sung by Sufis as they sit at the mawlids or en route to a saint's shrine, says, "Love for them is the best worship."69
The devoted cry out to the ahl al-bayt, as to all the saints, for madad, help or blessing. According to Sheikh 'Izz al-Hawari, real help comes only from God, who alone has real power to benefit or harm. The madad one might receive from the Prophet is love or help in knowing how to solve a particular problem, and the help of the saints and the ahl al-bayt is only love.70 But love, he elaborated on another occasion, is the foundation of all other things, for without love, there is no faith. Sufis believe that the first ones the believer should love are the Messenger and his family. There are hadiths that indicate that one enters paradise not by virtue of good works but by virtue of this love. A popular hadith from the Sahih of Muslim says, "A man is with the one he loves (in Paradise) (al-marP maca man yuhibb)." Therefore, says another writer, "Love in God is one of the best ways to attain Him. The one in this rank enters Paradise with the one he loves, even if he does not equal him in deeds. This is because every good deed may be seen except those of the heart."7' And in this world, God gives true revelation (kashf) to the people of love, a divine overflowing, so they may see angels or prophets, or something else, whether asleep or awake.72 Therefore the Sufis devote themselves to the ahl al-bayt and cultivate a relationship that is both deferential and familiar, in hopes that by virtue of their love they will be healed-of sin or psychic ills or even physical illness-and purified. With some, a kind of adoption occurs with the saint, particularly as a result of the saint's intervention in the Sufi's life through visions or help in a time of crisis.73 Some Sufis claim that their sheikh is none other than Husayn, who personally appeared and taught them in visions. Some claim to be able to see the saints and converse with them when they visit their shrines,74 for according to popular belief the saint remains alive in the tomb: the bodies of those who are unattached to material things while alive do not decompose, but remain alive, and the spirit is free to roam at will.74 Evidence of the graces of the saints is seen in the mundane events of daily life.
The ahl al-bayt are venerated not only as objects of love and examples of piety, but as sources of wisdom and possessors of esoteric truth. Abu 'Alam, author of a series on the ahl al-bayt published by a respectable Egyptian publishing house, describes them as "the tree of prophecy, the repository of apostleship, a spring of mercy, a mine of knowledge, fountains of wisdom, the treasures of the Merciful.
Whoever helps them and loves them may expect God's mercy and graces, and whoever hates them will encounter the wrath of God. By them we are guided from the shadows. They are the repository of the secret of the Chosen One."76 This belief in the esoteric knowledge of the ahl al-bayt and the expectation of guidance from them presents perhaps the most direct parallel between Sufism and Shicism, although Sufis do not restrict this knowledge to an official line of imams descended from CAli. The similarities between Sufism and Shicism are usually unknown in Egypt, where Shi'ism is popularly understood to be the Islam of the Islamic Republic of Iran and, hence, violent and extremist. However, Dr. Ahmad al-Tayyib-a professor of Islamic philosophy at al-Azhar University and the son of a famous, recently deceased Khalwati sheikh in Gurna, across the Nile from Luxor-affirmed the close relationship between Sufism and Shicism. With the disappearance of the last imam of the Shi'ites, he said, the Sufi sheikhs and saints have inherited their role as repositories of the secrets of God.77 Both Sufism and Shicism admit the necessity of obedience to a man who has divine knowledge-in the case of the Shi'ites their imam, whom they claim to be ma'suim (immune from error), in the case of the Sufis, a sheikh who is a gnostic and who is said to be ma.hfuz (preserved from major error). Sufi belief in a single living paramount saint who administers the graces of God, the qutb or ghawth, is also closely parallel to Twelver and Ismacili Shi'ite belief in the imam.
Although it is commonly asserted that in Sufism it is a spiritual line of descent (the silsila) not a physical line of descent from the Prophet that matters,78 in popular Sufism in Egypt the distinction is not so clear. In fact, most Egyptian Sufis see it as perfectly natural for a son to inherit the position of sheikh from his father, because it is expected that the sheikh's spiritual "secrets" are passed on at least partly among one's physical descendants, although they may also be passed or "inherited" by others.79 This does not exclude the possibility that a daughter might inherit a greater portion of her father's secrets than a son, although women do not become sheikhs, or that a son might rebel and choose a worldly way of life and become necessarily unqualified to be sheikh.80 But in general, it is expected that spiritual essence will be passed to one's physical descendants. So it is no accident that so many of the sheikhs and saints of Egypt claim to be descendants of the Prophet (ashraf), and a sheikh from the province of Qena claimed that a large number of ghawths came from that province because of the large concentration of ashraf in that region.8' When the biographies of Sufi sheikhs are read, their noble ancestry is given as much prominence as their silsila, and in most saints' shrines there is a plaque denoting the ancestry of the saint, which usually leads back to the Prophet. Since the Sufi gnostics inherited a portion of the divine light that Muhammad passed on to his descendants, Sufis believe it is incumbent on those who hope to attain the presence of the beloved to attach themselves to a gnostic, who alone will be able to provide him with what he needs in his journey toward God.85 According to a popular saying, "He who has no sheikh, Satan is his sheikh." Therefore, one must be exceedingly devoted to one's sheikh and, by virtue of love for one's sheikh, achieve fanad in him before one can go on to fanai' in the Prophet and ultimately fand' in God.86 Even a non-Muslim, through devoted attachment to a Muslim gnostic, may enter into the divine presence through Muhammad.87 Without the presence of a gnostic, even the prayers and dhikr of the believer do not reach God, said Sheikh 'Izz al-Hawari, although exception is made for the five obligatory daily prayers, because the spirit of a gnostic must initially carry the spirit of the uninitiated to the throne of God. Therefore the Prophet said, "It is better for you to sit with a gnostic of God the length of time it takes to milk a ewe than to worship for sixty years."88 So it is not just a matter of saving knowledge that is gained, but of saving association. In fact, according to Sheikh Ahmad Radwan, so necessary is it to follow a spiritual teacher, that the Prophet said, "Whoever dies without an oath to an imam dies the death of the jahiliyya."89 One can hardly avoid noticing the similarity to the Shi'itic hadith, "Whoever dies without knowing the imam of his age dies the death of an unbeliever."90 As the latter hadith indicates, the saving knowledge is not knowledge learned from the imam but knowledge of who the imam is. Likewise in contemporary Sufism, knowledge of the secrets is reserved for the elite (al-khawass). All that is expected of the mass of Sufis (al-'awamm) is emotional devotion to the Prophet, his family, and their sheikh. That is the saving knowledge and association. It is a matter of being near the source of blessing and knowledge. Most people attach themselves to a sheikh for his baraka, and because he can perform miracles, and because he stirs their hearts with love and devotion. They hope that by attaching themselves to a sheikh and devoting themselves to the saints they will be accepted by God. What they seek is not to know secrets but to attach themselves to the chain of blessing.
Here, then, is another point on which popular Sufi devotion is similar to popular Shicism. Al-Ghazali, in his al-Munqidh min al-daldl, ridiculed the Nizari Ismacili Shicites for spending all their lives searching for the source of knowledge, but failing to derive any benefit (i.e., any knowledge) from that source (the imam) once they find it. "They are like a man smeared with filth, who so wearies himself with the search for water that when he comes upon it he does not use it but remains smeared with dirt."91 Hodgson speculates that Ghazali's questions were "unreal" to the Nizaris, "having to do with difficulties not arising within their authoritative system."92 But for the great intellectual for whom the spiritual quest is a search for knowledge, what distinguished Sufism from Shicism, though both claimed esoteric knowledge, is that "the mystics were men who had real experiences, not men of words,"93 whereas the Shicites were obsessed with mere knowledge of who is the perfect guide, but remain themselves barred from access to real spiritual experience.94 Nasr's discussion of Sufism and Shicism gives a more exact parallel of the imam's and the sheikh's functions as spiritual guide.95 According to Nasr, there is a Shicitic elite that makes claim to knowledge of divine mysteries, though the mass of people do not attain to it. Among the Sufis of today one might say very much the same thing. Similar to a common Shicitic conception of gnosis ('ilm), Sufi gnosis (macrifa) is conceived in terms of a light passed from Muhammad to his descendants; although in theory it may also be inherited by saints who are not of the ahl al-bayt, in fact almost all saints claim descent from the Prophet, and this greatly enhances their legitimacy. Although there is no shortage of gnostics, one generally attaches oneself to a sheikh not to gain esoteric knowledge or subject oneself to rigid disciplines, but to be in contact with that divine light that has been passed down from the Prophet, to receive some of the overflow of the baraka that has been passed down through the chain of blessing, and to find acceptance with God. One attaches oneself to a sheikh because a sheikh is regarded as a necessary guide in one's spiritual life, for, as the saying goes, he who has no sheikh has Satan for a sheikh. In practice, Sufism means primarily love and devotion to one's sheikh, the saints, and the Prophet. The visions one receives are not visions of God's glory but of one's sheikh, the saints, and the Prophet. For some Sufis, to fail to receive such visions should make one doubt one's salvation, for they are proof of the saving attachment.
My description of contemporary Sufi doctrine and practice indicates two important points on which popular Egyptian Sufism overlaps with Shicism: devotion to the ahl al-bayt as the basis of salvation, and the soteriological quality attached to association with the heir of the prophetic light-in the case of the Shicites, the imam, in the case of the Sufis, a sheikh. Although previous scholars have noted the influence of 'Alid loyalism in Sunni Islam, particularly among the Sufis, the central and redemptive role of devotion to the ahl al-bayt in Sufism in a Sunni country has not previously been noted. Likewise, although the parallel of sheikh to imam as recipient of divine secrets has frequently been asserted, the importance among the Sufis of physical descent as a means of receiving the prophetic light and the fact that among the Sufis, as among the Shi'ites, for the masses it is a saving association with the bearer of divine secrets, not esotericism, that is central, have not previously been made explicit. Although devotion to the ahl al-bayt is not uniform in all Sunni countries, Egyptian Sufism cannot be isolated from Sufism in other countries, given the fact that it is derived from Moroccan and Iraqi Sufism, and has not developed in isolation from currents elsewhere. Indirect Shi'itic influence on Egyptian Sufism during the crucial period of the formation of the major orders from the 12th through 15th centuries remains a distinct possibility, especially as this was an age when Sunnis were wont to endorse moderate Shi'ism in the form of veneration for 'Ali and other members of the Prophet's family. The extent to which Sufism in other countries also reflects these features must be discovered through fieldwork.96 Nonetheless, this study of contemporary Egyptian Sufism should prompt us to reconsider the basis on which we describe contemporary Sufism and distinguish between Sufi and Shi'itic piety. Al -turuq al-sufiyya, 181-83, 249-50. "Al-Islam watan, 19 (November 1988), 15, 56-58. ' 9The Qur'anic verse, "Do not hasten to deliver the Qur'an before its revelation to you is completed" (20:114), was taken by Muhammad 'Uthman al- Burhani (d. 1983) , who, according to an internal census in 1976, claimed three million followers in Egypt, to indicate that Muhammad had the Qur'an before Gabriel brought it in detailed form. Indeed, according to a hadith, he is the source of the revelation transmitted by Gabriel. Tabri'at al-dhimma fi nush al-umma (Khartoum, 1974) , 10-17. CAbd al-Karim al-Jili, citing the hadith, "The Qur'an was revealed to me in one piece," had previously written that the perfect man, or Muhammadan reality, is coequal with umm al-kitdb, the archetype of the Qur'an, since both are manifestations of the divine essence. Al-lnsdn al-kamil fi macrifat al-awakhir wa 'l-awadil (Cairo, 1402 (Cairo, /1980 2'All of these statements are taken from public addresses given at mawlids or other Sufi gatherings. 22Zaki Mubarak, Al-madd'ih al-nabawiyyafi 'I-adab al-'arabi (Cairo, 1935) , 154-55. Al-Busiri was an Egyptian of the province now known as Beni Suef, who lived 1211-94. 23Maca tahiyydt al-tariqa 'l-jdzuldiyya 'l-husayniyya 'l-shddhiliyya, a small handbook for members of the Jazuliyya Husayniyya Shadhiliyya order founded by Sheikh Gabir Husayn Ahmad al-Jazuli, 169.
24Fand' is rarely discussed openly, and it was only my association with a sheikh that encouraged other sheikhs to speak of this subject with me. In the works of Dr. 'Abd al-Halim Mahmud and other recent Egyptian scholars of Sufism, fand' is discussed only through the definition found in classical Sufi writings, but in contemporary Sufi practice one rarely hears of fand' in God; instead, one speaks of fana' in one's sheikh and fand' in the Prophet. J. Spencer Trimingham believes that the concept of annihilation in the Messenger, and spiritual concentration upon the Prophetic essence as regular discipline for Sufi disciples, emerged in what is known as the "Muhammadan Path" (al-tariqa 'l-muhammadiyya) in the teachings of Ahmad al-Tijani (1737-1815) in the Maghrib (which were also influential in Sudan) and of Ahmad ibn Idris (1760-1837), the influential teacher in Mecca from whom sprang a number of different orders. As he put it, "The two Ahmads both stressed that the purpose of dhikr was union with the spirit of the Prophet, rather than union with God-a change which affected the basis of the mystical life"; The Sufi Orders in Islam (Oxford, 1971) , 106. Vincent Cornell attributes the emergence of this trend to the Moroccan sheikh, Muhammad ibn Sulayman al-Jazul: (d. 1465), whose popular devotional handbook, Dald'il al-khayrdt wa-shawiriq al-anwdrfi dhikr al-saldat cald '-nabi al-mukhtdr, a guide to the invocation of blessings on the Prophet and his family, became widely used throughout the Muslim world. However, he acknowledges that a similar book by the same title was said to have been written in Iran at about the same time, indicating the currency of his ideas; "Mirrors of Prophethood," 477-479, 507. In Tabri'at al-dhimma fi nush al-umma, 36-57, Muhammad 'Uthman reproduces a lengthy segment of al-Jili's Al-naimuis al-aczam wa 'l-qdimuis al-aqdam fi macrifat qadr al-nabi sallad Alldhu 'alayhi wa-sallam. This text was allegedly in forty parts, but Muhammad 'Uthman says he found only pts. 10-12. He reproduces pt. 10, entitled Qdb qawsayn wa multaqd 'l-ndmusayn, based on three different manuscripts-in Medina, Cairo, and Aleppo. In this text, Jili says that by loving Muhammad one enters the secrets of existence and enters annihilation (fand'). "The Messenger is in you as a substitute for you, so you may take on the disposition of his noble reality." Annihilation in the Prophet is the way to true mystical experience. Jili ends with instructions concerning the manner of concentrating on the Prophet, picturing him before the eyes, as the means to this end. If this text is genuine, meditation on the Prophet as a mystical experience predates the Muhammadan path, and predates Ibn Idris, Sanusi, and Tijani, by several centuries.
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